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Check these new UV designs in our shop !
More U.V. Designs have been released.

The migration towards UV printing is going well. We are concentrating on the designs 
that are the most complicated to assemble and that are good sellers, and of course, all 
the newer releases are designed solely for UV printing. I love all thoses details and it’s 
so easy to adapt! Below, you can see the new D.O.Nut and Pile’O Rats, with our Penguin 
DOF, the latest pedal that isn’t in the shop yet ! Stay tuned for more about him !

Basses and guitars for everyone !
Gear aquisition syndrome (GAS) is a real issue that affects lots of people all over the globe. Will you 
resist it? Joking aside, we decided to celebrate “Christmas” earlier this year, because, because... Here is a 
gift that has been given to me by Prof. Pinotte. I was thrilled and it’s a beautiful bass. I love it so much! 
I love the colour, the shape, the sound, the comfort, even if the shape calls for some adjustments. New 
relationships mean compromise. Also see a gift from Prof. Pinotte to Otis, a “metal guitar”.

ONCE AGAIN, THINGS ESCALATED QUICKLY. I STARTED PLAYING BASS IN 
AUGUST, AND LAST WEEK, I RECEIVED MY THIRD BASS. GAS IS REAL.

Our D.O.Nut, the same distortion and 
overdrive that you know and love, with 
a new flavour... 

DOF, a fierce little penguin who has 
an attitude. We cannot tell you more 
for now.

The good old Pile’O rats, same tone, 
different rats. 

Otis and his new Jackson. Meteora Player Plus Tequila Sunrise. Headstock. Obviously.
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You can share your piece if you like : @guptech or on our Facebook page, group 
or by email to emilie@guptech.ca. 


